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ABSTRACT

The moist deep tropics are typically separated from the drier subtropics by a sharp horizontal gradient of

moisture. The physical nature of this tropical margin is investigated by using A-Train satellite observations to

reconstruct its composite mean quasi-meridional thermodynamic structure and processes. The margin is

defined here as the most poleward position of a specified column water vapor (CWV) threshold along a

satellite track. Multiple CWV thresholds are selected from 35 to 60mm, bracketing the global tropics his-

togramminimum value of 48mm. For all margin thresholds, CWV increases equatorward from the subtropics

and eventually asymptotically approaches 48mm far on the tropical side, apparently as a coincidence of

composite averaging since values of 48mm are infrequent as noted above. For all margin thresholds, pre-

cipitation peaks on the tropical side and then asymptotically approaches equatorward a value of 85Wm22,

equal to the evaporation asymptote. For the 48-mm threshold, total diabatic forcing of the air column (radiative

heating plus surface latent and sensible heat fluxes) changes sign from positive on the tropical side to negative

in the subtropics, with the main contrast in radiative heating, owing principally to the longwave effect of high

clouds. An analytic two-vertical-mode model of equatorward-flowing air columns is fitted from the obser-

vations to elucidate the processes in a Lagrangian column transition. The model captures key features of the

composite, and suggests that a key process in the abrupt moistening at the margin is bottom-heavy ascent

growing upward beneath the deep subtropical subsidence.

1. Introduction

Early modern theories of the Hadley circulation

(Schneider and Lindzen 1977; Schneider 1977; Held

and Hou 1980) were built largely around dry dynamics,

with moist processes viewed as secondary or implicit.

In the typical cartoon, deep convection is sketched in

the ascending branch, with shallow cumuli at the bot-

tom of the descending branch. This schematic view is

silent about water vapor. While precipitation needs to

prevail in the tropics to balance column moisture

convergence implied by the mean ascent, this water-

budget balance alone does not give a quantitative es-

timate of how moist the balanced state must be.

Recent water vapor observations offer a new basis for

defining the meteorological boundary of the tropics: a

moisture threshold. Mapes et al. (2018) found that the

histogram of instantaneous column water vapor (CWV)

estimated from satellite microwave measurements is

bimodal, with a moist and a dry peak straddling a shal-

low dip around 48mm. Sequences of maps show that the

48-mm contour delineates the sharp but meandering

and sinuous margin of a synoptic-scale moist regime,

bounding the occurrence of themuch spottier mesoscale

precipitating cloud systems, which are shaped in turn by

all their local triggeringmechanisms. Mapes et al. (2018)

also showed that a column of air passing through this

margin from subtropics to tropics (the usual case,

since planetary flow is convergent into the tropics in

the moisture-bearing lower half of the troposphere)

exhibits a momentary enhancement of its Lagrangian

moistening rate, that is, a rapid moistening within the air

column as it enters the tropics across the margin. This

surge of column moistening rate near 48mm explains
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the relative rarity of that value (the minimum in the

CWV histogram), and indicates that some systematic

mechanism maintains the sharpness of the margin even

as horizontal advection restlessly changes its shape and

location. We speculate that this maintenance mecha-

nism involves moist convection, but depends on subtle

vertical structure issues, and may be an unexploited

constraint on parameterization, since climatemodels get

it wrong in diverse ways (Fig. 6 of Mapes et al. 2018).

How does the sharp 48-mmmargin bounding the deep

tropics fit with climate notions based on monthly and

longer averages? Broadly speaking, high CWV occurs

over warm sea surface temperature (SST), and indeed

on average the 48-mm definition even agrees quantita-

tively with the 27.58C SST (Fig. 3 of Mapes et al. 2018)

definition of the convecting deep tropics in older liter-

ature aboutmonthlymeans (Graham andBarnett 1987).

Although a near-Clausius–Clapeyron relationship holds

between CWV and SST in a statistical sense (Stephens

1990), oceanic heat capacity prevents SST from keeping

up closely with the rapidly deforming envelope of humid

air columns on a daily basis. Precipitation is even more

patchy and sporadic than water vapor, so rainfall is

correlated with SST only in gross averages (Inoue 1990;

Kanemaru and Masunaga 2013) compared to its tighter

coupling with CWV (e.g., Bretherton et al. 2004; Peters

and Neelin 2006; Holloway and Neelin 2009).

The moist regime of Mapes et al. (2018) thus should

be viewed as a synoptic-scale ‘‘dynamic tropics’’ in-

teracting actively with day-to-day weather, which on

average feels its oceanic boundary condition and hews

to the static tropical margin envisioned by theories

of the geographically bound Hadley circulation and

mean climate.

This paper, a follow-on study of Mapes et al. (2018), is

aimed at understanding why the tropical margin is

preferentially found around a CWV of 48mm, and ex-

ploring the mean physical processes that may govern the

enhanced moistening rate as air crosses the margin into

the tropics. To this end, satellite measurements from a

suite of the A-Train instruments (see section 2) are first

composited to analyze the thermodynamic properties of

the atmosphere and estimates of thermodynamic budget

terms across the margin (section 3). Then, these obser-

vations are interpreted physically in light of a simple

conceptual model (section 4) and the whole findings are

summarized in section 5.

2. Satellite and ancillary data

This section summarizes the data products analyzed

in this work. The CALIPSO and CloudSat satellites fly

closely together in a 0130 and 1330 LT sun-synchronous

orbit as a member of the A-Train constellation.

The W-band radar carried by the CloudSat satellite

provide detailed measurements of the in-cloud struc-

ture, complemented by the CALIPSO lidar observa-

tions of thin clouds including those left undetected

by the CloudSat. The vertical profiles of cloud cover

and radiative heating rate QR are obtained from the

2B-GEOPROF-lidar Release 4 (R04) dataset (Mace

et al. 2009) and 2B-FLXHR-lidar R04 product (L’Ecuyer

et al. 2008;Henderson et al. 2013), respectively. The latest

release (R05) of the CloudSat data distribution is not yet

available for the combined radar-lidar products above at

the time of this writing. The AMSR-E instrument aboard

the Aqua satellite, belonging also to the A-Train,

provides CWV, precipitation, SST, and sea surface

wind at the 10-m height (u10) in the Remote Sensing

Systems (REMSS) version 7 daily products. Surface

latent-heat flux is estimated with the bulk equation

(Large et al. 1994) forced by the CWV, SST, and u10
from AMSR-E, where near-surface vapor mixing ratio

is derived empirically with CWV and SST using a re-

gression equation constructed from TAO buoy array

data (see appendix of Masunaga and L’Ecuyer 2010).

Temperature and water vapor soundings are collected

from the Aqua AIRS AMSU level-2 (AIRS2RET) ver-

sion 6 product (Kahn et al. 2014), with any data other

than flagged as ‘‘best’’ masked out to assure the quality

of estimates.

The present analysis is applied toCloudSat–CALIPSO

orbits and the matched AMSR-E and AIRS nadir ob-

servations over global tropical oceans (258S and 258N)

for 4.5 years from 1 July 2006 to 31 December 2010.

This duration covers a major portion of the period of

CloudSat operation in its full capacity from its launch in

2006 to the spacecraft battery failure in 2011 that later

forced the satellite operation into the daylight-only

mode. No satellite sensor capable of measuring wind

was available during the study period, so horizontal wind

is obtained from the ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERA-

Interim, hereafter ERAI) data (Dee et al. 2011) and is

interpolated in space and time to CloudSat–CALIPSO

overpasses.

3. Composite meridional structure

a. Compositing method

In Mapes et al. (2018), the mean properties of at-

mospheric structure across the margin were studied

in a composite quasi-meridional plane constructed with

an ensemble of A-Train satellite down-track measure-

ments averaged together. This approach is adopted in

the present paper with someminor updates. The tropical

margin is simply defined as the most poleward latitude
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where a CloudSat–CALIPSO track intersects with the

CWV threshold of 48mm. All the measurements are

then composited as a function of down-track distance

measured relative to that margin.

The search for the margin begins at the latitude of 258
in each hemisphere and proceeds toward the equator.

Some moisture features associated with midlatitude

winter storms (‘‘atmospheric rivers’’ and associated

concepts) may be excluded in this way. While the

southward search in the Northern Hemisphere ends at

the equator if CWV never reaches the threshold, the

northward search from south continues up to 58N. This

irregular treatment allows us to detect the southern edge

of the ITCZ even when it stays to the north of the

equator as is typically the case in the east Pacific and the

Atlantic.

The composite cloud structure, presented in Fig. 1a,

illustrates a rich low- and high-level cloud cover, as well

as a subtler but distinct midlevel peak (Riley andMapes

2009), equatorward of the margin (negative distance

values), contrasting with suppressed free-tropospheric

cloudiness on its poleward side except for slightly en-

hanced cloud cover near the tropopause extending

beyond the margin.

The associated ERAI-analyzed cross-margin wind

is depicted in Fig. 1b. Since y*, the horizontal wind

projected onto CloudSat–CALIPSO tracks, is ap-

proximately meridional (the polar orbits are primarily

north–south in low latitudes), the pattern may be de-

scribed as equatorward wind below 700hPa and mid- to

upper-tropospheric poleward wind, as expected for the

Hadley cell, with a slight midlevel wiggle fundamental

to the tropics (e.g., Fig. 4 of Mapes 2001). Most of the

moisture (contoured in Fig. 1b) is concentrated in the

lower troposphere, so the horizontal transport of mois-

ture in the composite plane is equatorward (inflowing) on

the subtropical side of the margin (positive distances).

The CWV threshold of 48mm is adopted fromMapes

et al. (2018) based only on its distribution minimum in

globally pooled CWV data. Rescaling by mean tem-

perature or saturation value (Kuo et al. 2018, 2020)

makes clear that 48mm is not a magic number for pre-

cipitation impacts, but rather a climate- and region-

dependent one. For simplicity we prefer to retain the

observational purity of CWV rather than bring in an-

cillary data to construct a rescaled moisture metric. We

have examined all our results as a function of ocean

basin and present only robust results in this paper. Far

beyond that slight basin dependence, however, we also

explore very different thresholds below, as an illustra-

tion of the conditional sampling effects on the compos-

ites. In doing so, another arguably special property of

values near 48mm emerges.

b. CWV, precipitation, and diabatic forcing

CWV monotonically increases equatorward from

every threshold used as the composite basis (Fig. 2a),

essentially by construction as the threshold-crossing

algorithm feels for gradients. Even for high thresholds,

precipitation stays weak or virtually absent poleward of

the 48-mm value (Fig. 2b). On the equatorward side, all

CWV curves gradually asymptotically approach nearly

48mm, a result that is not at all by construction. It

shows a potential hazard of composite averaging, since

48mm is specifically a PDFminimum (rare value), not a

common value in the deep tropics.

Precipitation is always enhanced on the equatorward

side of distance zero, even for thresholds of 35 or 40mm

for which the equatorward-side values are well under

45mm. These may be forced cases, when cool-core

midlatitude synoptic eddies intruded into the lower

subtropics. Thresholds of 60mm reveal heavy rain and

very sharp gradients, and undoubtedly include tropical

cyclones and other intense small-scale weather systems.

For precipitation too, an asymptote is approached deep

into the tropical side of the composite: a relatively

modest value of 80–90Wm22, which is near radiative–

convective equilibrium levels for the global tropics or

whole globe. Again, it must be remembered that this is

FIG. 1. (a) The vertical structure of cloud cover composited

around the 48-mm threshold (shaded and contours). The contour

interval is 0.05. (b) The vertical structure of y* (horizontal wind

projected onto CloudSat–CALIPSO tracks, shaded) and vapor

mixing ratio (contoured every 2 g kg21) composited around the

48-mm threshold.
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an average over many situations, including cold tongues

on the equatorial side ofmoist intertropical convergence

zones that can be narrower than 1000km at some lon-

gitudes and times. Still, this figure suggests that the

moistest air and heaviest precipitation may tend to be

found at the periphery of tropical moist air masses, not

quite randomly within them as suggested by Allen and

Mapes (2017).

In summary, for all thresholds used as a composite

key, CWV and precipitation appear to asymptotically

approach universal values of 48mm and ;85Wm22,

respectively, in the deep tropics. Is this a coincidence of

conditional sampling and averaging, or something more

physically determined? The extreme closeness of the

lines at the left-hand edge of Fig. 2 makes the latter seem

plausible. To further explore possible physical reasons

for these numbers, based on modern diabatic views of

tropical circulations as opposed to the geographically

constrained Hadley cells, the atmospheric energy bal-

ance is analyzed in this composite space (Fig. 3).

Total diabatic heating of an air column (Fig. 3a) is

defined as the sum of surface latent heat flux (LHF;

Fig. 3b), column radiative heating (Figs. 3c,d), and sur-

face sensible heat flux (fixed at 10Wm22 for simplicity).

Here the 48-mm threshold is indeed special: the com-

posite curves of total diabatic heating differs in charac-

ter between lower and higher groups of the CWV

threshold. For the lowest CWV threshold (35mm), the

atmosphere loses net thermal energy across almost an

entire section of the composite space, and even for

45mm the value is negative inside the humid side of the

margin. High threshold values are associated with net

heating peaked around distance zero and extending well

into the dry side. Suppressed longwave cooling as well

as increased shortwave heating, making a qualitative

distinction to the low-threshold composites, are the

major terms governing the spatial structure of the high-

threshold result. These radiative effects are brought

about primarily by cirrus clouds as visually evident in

Fig. 1 and to a minor extent by water vapor itself

(Masunaga and Bony 2018). LHF shows much less

structure, aside from providing distinctive enhance-

ments on the dry side of the lowest thresholds.

For an intermediate CWV threshold of 48 or 50mm,

total diabatic forcing vanishes very nearly at distance

zero, being positive toward the equator and negative

toward the pole. This adds a thermodynamic budget

dimension to the histogram-based assertion that the

48-mm CWV value of Mapes et al. (2018) traces out a

meaningful regime boundary.

The deep tropical mean LHF (near 21000km in all

composites), and the standard (48mm) composite of

LHF averaged over distances ,0, is found to be about

86Wm22, very close to the asymptotic value of tropical

precipitation seen above. On average, precipitation far

on the tropical side of the margin is almost exactly bal-

anced against evaporation in these atmospheric water

budget data.

c. Linking budgets to vertical motion

The diabatic forcing terms as presented in Fig. 3

are instrumental in characterizing moist tropical atmo-

spheric dynamics (Neelin and Held 1987). In this sub-

section, observations of terms in the CWV and column

moist static energy (CMSE) budget are transformed into

the two coefficients of a two vertical mode truncation

of a diabatic vertical velocity vd, for use in the analytic

model of the next section. This vd is defined to maintain

constant temperature by balancing physically heating

and cooling processes through (it is assumed) vertical

advection of the composite mean vertical gradients.

This derived vd could be viewed as an independent

estimate of actual atmospheric vertical motion, which is

FIG. 2. (a) CWV (mm) and (b) precipitation in (Wm22) com-

posited around various CWV thresholds from 35 to 60mm in dif-

ferent colors as indicated in the legend in (b). The standard

composite plot with the threshold of 48mm is shown in black.
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weakly constrained on these scales in reanalyses.However,

since the basis set of modes utilized is nonunique, and

advection of composite gradients by composite v is a

crude treatment of vertical transport, it is better to re-

gard this more abstractly as a two-parameter truncation,

reflecting thermodynamic considerations alone.

In the real zonal mean Hadley cell, denoted by square

brackets, [v] satisfies mass continuity with [y], which is

purely divergent, while [u] is purely rotational. Thus [y]

and [v] are strongly constrained by the angular mo-

mentum budget on [u], and low-level [y] flowing into the

tropics is confined to the near-surface layer upon which

zonal surface stress acts. While our composite is only

over ocean, and has a meandering latitudinal center

point, it has aspects of a zonal mean, and composited

ERAI v does exhibit such sharply bottom-intensified

vertical structure (Fig. 4) for both 48- and 60-mm

thresholds, satisfying mass continuity with the surface-

intensified composite y seen in Fig. 1b.

Nevertheless, the qualitative tilted shape of our two-

mode vd profiles (estimated as detailed below) remains

meaningful. Because of the very different vertical gra-

dients of moisture (monotonic) and moist static energy

(MSE; reversing with height), the two components of

vertical motion–the strength of a deep-layermean, and a

vertical dipole governing top-heaviness versus bottom-

heaviness of the profile–span a space relevant to true

profiles ofv. Thesemean gradients are so robust that the

simplifying assumptions below (products of composite

variables; neglect of eddies) are merely quantitative

errors, not qualitative.

Our estimation of a two-modevd flows from vertically

integrated conservation laws under a steady-state as-

sumption appropriate for time averages, neglecting

eddy correlations for simplicity. For specific humidity

q (i.e., ›t [ 0),

hv
d
›
p
qi52hv � $qi1E2P , (1)

while for dry static energy s,

hv
d
›
p
si52hv � $si1 S1 hQ

R
i1LP . (2)

Here the overbar denotes the composite averages

displayed above (omitted in equations hereafter for

simplicity), and h���i represents vertical integral over the
whole mass of the atmosphere. Variables E and P de-

note surface evaporation and precipitation, S is surface

sensible heat flux, L is the latent heat of vaporization,

QR is net radiative heating rate, and other variables and

FIG. 3. (a) Total diabatic forcing, (b) surface latent-heat flux, (c) column longwave heating, and (d) column

shortwave heating (Wm22) composited around various CWV thresholds from 35 to 60mm in different colors as

indicated in the legend in (b). The standard composite plot with the threshold of 48mm is shown in black.
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symbols are in standard notation. Eddy correlations

between velocity and thermodynamic variables are ne-

glected in the use of ‘‘apparent advection’’ (Yanai et al.

1973), with averaging applied before multiplication,

an approximation that is arguably more modest than

the ambiguities around vertical basis functions as

explained below.

Equation (1) diagnoses vertical moisture advection on

the lhs from the rhs terms, which are all known in

the composite space from satellite measurements and

ERAI-based horizontal wind as illustrated in Figs. 1–4.

Figure 5 shows different terms in the moisture

and energy budgets. Horizontal moisture advection

induces a modest drying tendency as the result of the

arid subtropical air transported toward the tropical

margin, but swiftly tapers off on its tropical side (or at

negative distances). Vertical moisture advection, de-

rived from (1), also tends to dry the subtropical atmo-

sphere, while moistening the tropical air. This picture is

confirmed by vertical dry static energy (DSE) advection

(Fig. 5b), in which the adiabatic effects of mean vertical

motion balance radiative cooling in the subtropics and

convective heating in the tropics.

A two-mode truncation of vd, following Masunaga

and L’Ecuyer (2014), transforms the rhs terms into an

estimate of v profiles that satisfy the budget equations.

We decompose v into first and second modes,

v
d
(p)5V

1
v̂
1
(p)1V

2
v̂

2
(p) , (3)

where v̂i(p) denotes the normalized basis function for

the ith mode and Vi defines the amplitude of each cor-

responding mode. The vertical advection of moisture

and DSE is hence written as

hv
d
›
p
qi5V

1
hv̂

1
›
p
qi1V

2
hv̂

2
›
p
qi (4)

and

FIG. 5. (a) Moisture budget components (Wm22) in the com-

posite space: vertically integrated horizontal moisture advection

(light blue), vertically integrated vertical moisture advection (red),

precipitation (dark blue), and evaporation (green). (b) Thermal

energy budget components (Wm22) in the composite space: ver-

tically integrated horizontal DSE advection (light blue), vertically

integrated vertical DSE advection (red), vertically integrated ra-

diative heating (purple), and precipitation (dark blue). The sign is

flipped as necessary so each term has the tendency to increase

(decrease) moisture/DSE where positive (negative).

FIG. 4. The composite vertical profile of ERAI v (hPa h21) for

(a) the 48- and (b) the 60-mm thresholds, contoured with an in-

terval of 0.25 hPa h21 in solid lines where positive and dashed

where negative.
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hv
d
›
p
si5V

1
hv̂

1
›
p
si1V

2
hv̂

2
›
p
si . (5)

Equations (4) and (5) constitute a closed system to

yieldV1 andV2 with all other variables being known: the

composite profiles of q and s are obtained from AIRS

soundings, the vertical advection terms on the lhs are

diagnosed from (1) and (2), and the basis functions,

v̂i, are adopted from previous work (Masunaga and

Sumi 2017).

Those basis functions or vertical modes were com-

puted as the leading (fastest-propagating) dynamical

modes of linearized internal wave equations for a real-

istic tropical static stability profile, in the manner pro-

posed originally by Fulton and Schubert (1985). Such

fastest-propagating internal waves are important in

small-scale tropical dynamics, because they optimally

radiate away the intense quantities of latent heat re-

leased in spatially concentrated mesoscale convective

systems (e.g., Mapes and Houze 1995). However, they

take no account of planetary-scale angular momentum

constraints that shape the Hadley cell as discussed

above, and thus are not expected to recover the true

profiles of [y] and [v] in the almost-zonal-mean com-

posite of Figs. 1b and 4. Future work could invoke other

basis functions, such as empirical maximum covariance

modes (EOFs) of v, or the v profiles derived from

leading modes of y. Since the goal here is merely to

establish a two-mode truncation for diagnostic modeling

below, errors in the exact vertical spatial structure are

secondary, as long as the modes project differently onto

the distinct background gradients of s and q.

With the basis functions established, complete vertical

profiles of vd can be reconstructed from V1 and V2 with

(3). This reconstruction procedure is repeated over each

atmospheric column from the far subtropics to deepest

in the tropics, and displayed in Fig. 6. As expected

from the arguments earlier, subsidence (solid contours)

dominates to the subtropical side of the margin and

weak ascent (dashed contours) prevails to its tropical

side. Like the precipitation seen in Fig. 2, diagnosed

ascent becomes more intense and sharper as the CWV

threshold is increased from 48mm (Figs. 6a,c) to 60mm

(Figs. 6b,d).

Comparing to the ERAI results in Fig. 4, our mode-

based, purely thermodynamically deduced tropical as-

cent is weaker while subtropical subsidence is stronger

for the 48-mm threshold (Figs. 6a,c). When composited

against the 60-mm threshold (Figs. 6b,d), the budget-

derived v exhibits a confined, intense updraft corre-

sponding to the sharp precipitation peak, while such

sharpness is absent in the ERAI tropical ascent. This

discrepancy may show the challenges of reanalysis

FIG. 6. The composite vertical profile of vd (hPa h
21) decomposed into the first baroclinic mode (a),(b) and the

second baroclinicmode (c),(d) in color shade for twoCWV thresholds of (a),(c) 48 and (b),(d) 60mm. In each panel

the sum of the two vertical modes is contoured with an interval of 0.25 hPa h21 in solid lines where positive and

dashed where negative.
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models for vertical velocity at fine scales, given that

ascent in the tropical (nonrotating) atmosphere is the-

oretically expected to be tightly constrained by precip-

itation. There is a lot of interproduct spread in different

reanalysis tropical v profiles, which often differ even

qualitatively (Back and Bretherton 2006; Zhang et al.

2008; Handlos andBack 2014; Huaman and Schumacher

2018). Specifically, Huaman and Takahashi (2016)

found that the ERAI tends to exaggerate the bottom-

heaviness in the v profile, consistent with the discrep-

ancy in the present comparison. Might model moist

physics schemes systematically lack some mechanisms

near sharp margins in the CWV field (a state variable

that does tend to be well analyzed), potentially making

the present observations a usefully discriminating input

to model development?

Another remarkable feature of the 48-mm vd com-

posite in Fig. 6 is the meridional gradient of the second-

mode vd to the poleward side of the margin, resulting

in a continuous structural transformation from a

bottom-heavy subsidence in the far subtropics into a

top-heavy one near the tropical margin. A similar

structural transformation is discernible also in the ERAI

v profile (Fig. 4a). This gradient over the y . 0 sub-

domain in the diagnosed vd profile is rooted in the y

dependence of s, q, and the column-mean terms on the

rhs of (1) and (2), but in vertically nonlocal ways that are

not quite easy to attribute.

The matrix inversion behind these v estimates prop-

agates the information content and errors intrinsic to the

input observations into the diagnosed results in a way

that is not quite intuitively obvious, and depends on

the specifics of the basis functions used. Despite all

these concerns with its literal accuracy in detail, the

point of this diagnostic exercise is really to provide a

framework for an interpretive analytic model in the

next section, and this two-mode truncation suffices for

that purpose.

4. A toy Lagrangian model

The satellite data analysis in the previous section sug-

gests that CWV and precipitation are most enhanced

near the tropicalmargin, where an atmosphericmoisture-

and energy-budget imbalance is seen, asymptotically

approaching equilibrium deeper in the composite

tropics. To facilitate a physical interpretation of these

results, we develop a simple Lagrangian model that

envisions a lower-tropospheric air mass traveling from

the subtropics into the tropics. Prognostic variables in-

clude CWV and CMSE while diagnostic parameters

including precipitation and vertical moisture advection

are fitted empirically from the results above. This model

is designed to mimic the composite satellite measure-

ments as shown in Figs. 1–6, when the time dimension in

the model is mapped to a quasi-meridional spatial axis.

The theoretical formulation is described first, followed

by an analysis of model results.

a. Basic equations

The present model is built upon column integrated

prognostic equations for moisture,

D
t
hqi52�

2

i51

hv
i
›
p
qi1E2P , (6)

and MSE (h),

D
t
hhi52�

2

i51

hv
i
›
p
hi1LE1 S1 hQ

R
i , (7)

where Dt [ ›t 1 vhor � $ denotes an effective horizon-

tally Lagrangian derivative for the column-mean quan-

tities, and vertical motion has been expanded into two

internal-wave vertical modes, vi 5Viv̂i, as done earlier

in section 3c. Neglecting changes and advection of hTi,
(7) can be rewritten in terms of q as

LD
t
hqi5L�

2

i51

g
i
hv

i
›
p
qi1LE1 S1 hQ

R
i , (8)

where vertical MSE advection has been substituted

by vertical moisture advection using symbol g for a ra-

tio that is a version of the normalized gross moist

stability (GMS) (Neelin and Held 1987; Raymond and

Sessions 2007),

g
i
52

hv
i
›
p
hi

Lhv
i
›
p
qi , (9)

defined separately for each vertical mode. The diabatic

forcing terms andGMS are assumed to be functions only

of CWV as described later in section 4b.

Two empirical closures are introduced to constrain

two remaining unknowns, hv1›pqi and hv2›pqi. The
first closure hinges on the relative contribution of the

vertical monopole and dipole modes in vertical MSE

advection; or in other words on a top-heaviness of

the v profile:

j
i
5

g
i
hv

i
›
p
qi

�
2

i51

g
i
hv

i
›
p
qi

, (10)

where j1 1 j2 5 1 by construction. To demonstrate how

j2 varies from the subtropics to the tropics, vertical
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moisture advection in the composite space is mapped on

the plane of its second-mode component (ordinate) and

the total advection (abscissa) in Fig. 7a, where the ratio

of the y component to the x component of a given point

provides j2. The trajectories are rooted initially (i.e., on

their subtropical end) in the lower-right quadrant and

proceed into the upper-right quadrant before making a

sharp turn toward the origin. With the exception of

the highest CWV threshold, all the composite trajecto-

ries are eventually (or to the tropical end) collapsed

asymptotically into a slope of ;0.6–0.7. This behav-

ior may be translated in terms of j2 as schematically

illustrated in Fig. 7b, showing that j2 increases equa-

torward until saturated at a certain level designated

by j2,‘ ’ 0.6 or 0.7.

The second closure is the precipitation inefficiency of

Masunaga and Sumi (2017) hi, defined as the fraction of

the column moistening owing to the ith vertical mode

that does not instantly precipitate out. The original

form of hi is generalized for the present model by

including a background precipitation Pbg, the precipi-

tation rate that is produced irrespective of large-scale

updraft,

P52�
2

i51

(12h
i
)hv

i
›
p
qi1P

bg
. (11)

Precipitation does not occur in association with a

column advective drying, so hi must be precisely

unity for hvi›pqi . 0. Otherwise it is known that hi is

modestly variable from around 0.1 to slightly below

0 for the first mode and varies between 1 and ;0.8 for

the second mode (see Masunaga and Sumi 2017). In

other words, the first-mode column moistening is al-

most entirely converted into precipitation, while the

second-mode dynamics is by far less efficient in rain-

fall production.

Equations (6), (8), (10), and (11) are combined into

the diagnostic equation of vertical moisture advection

for each vertical mode,

Lhv
i
›
p
qi52

j
i

g
i

(LP
bg
1 S1 hQ

R
i)
"
�
2

i51

�
11

h
i

g
i

�
j
i

#21

,

(12)

and the prognostic equation of moisture,

LD
t
hqi5

�
L(E2P

bg
)1

�
h
1

g
1

(12 j
2
)1

h
2

g
2

j
2

�
(LE1 S1 hQ

R
i)
��

11
h
1

g
1

(12 j
2
)1

h
2

g
2

j
2

�21

, (13)

where j1 has been eliminated with j1 5 1 2 j2.

b. Model assumptions

To complete a prognostic model of moisture, each pa-

rameter in the rhs of (13) is prescribed as a function of hqi.

The diabatic forcing terms (E, S, and hQRi) are modeled

so they mimic the observations presented in Fig. 3.

Surface latent-heat flux varies only to a minor extent in

an unsystematic manner with CWV in Fig. 3b and thus is

set to a constant at the tropical mean of 85Wm22.

FIG. 7. (a) The composite trajectories of g2hv2›pqi (ordinate) and �2

i51gihvi›pqi (abscissa) for different CWV

thresholds. Arrows indicate the equatorward direction along the trajectories. Dashed and dotted lines represent j25 0.6

and 0.7 for reference. (b) A schematic model of j2 implied from the observations. CWV0 refers to the CWV threshold.
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Surface sensible-heat flux is fixed at 10Wm22 for the

same reason. Column radiative heating, in contrast, is

the primary driver of total diabatic forcing, tightly re-

lated to CWV mainly through the cirrus radiative ef-

fects. Figure 8a shows the observed relationship of hQRi
with CWV constructed from the composite satellite

measurements. The observations imply a surprisingly

close coupling between the two parameters, tightly lined

up along an exponential curve. The exponential fit to the

data is found to be

hQ
R
i5 2:32exp(6:193 1022hqi)2 140, (14)

for hQRi in the units of watts per square meter and hqi
in kilograms per square meter (or equivalently milli-

meters). Total diabatic forcing is thereby formu-

lated as

LE1 S1 hQ
R
i5 2:32exp(6:193 1022hqi)2 45, (15)

which vanishes when hqi 5 47.9mm, hereafter denoted

by hqieq, confirming the argument earlier that a CWV

of about 48mm provides the energy budget neutrality.

An exponential fit is also successfully applied to the first-

mode GMS (Fig. 8b) as

g
1
5 7:55exp(26:103 1022hqi). (16)

The decrease of g1 toward zero with increasing CWV is

expected from the fact that a low-level import of MSE

almost suffices for moist tropical soundings, while far

from sufficient in the dry subtropical air, to offset the

upper-level MSE export associated with deep ascent.

The observations indicate that g2 is practically inde-

pendent of CWV and is safely set to a constant at20.75.

A set of the CWV thresholds defining the composite

base points for Figs. 1–6 are emulated in model runs by

switching a ‘‘subtropics regime’’ to a ‘‘tropics regime’’

at a specified CWV value, hereafter denoted by CWV0,

in every 5mm from 35 to 60mm. The regime transition is

controlled by j2 and Pbg. The schematic illustration in

Fig. 7 is adopted to prescribe j2,

j
2
5

8>><
>>:

j
2,‘

"
11

CWV2CWV
0

D
q

#
for CWV,CWV

0

j
2,‘

for CWV$CWV
0
,

(17)

whereDq is chosen to be 20mm. In the subtropics regime

(CWV , CWV0), j2 is designed to increase with t ac-

cording to (17), exploiting the observational fact that

CWV persistently rises toward distance zero on its

poleward side (Fig. 2) and thus CWV is expected to be

monotonically related to t. The background precipita-

tion, Pbg, is assumed to obey a step function,

P
bg
5

(
0 for CWV,CWV

0

E for CWV$CWV
0
.

(18)

This is a simplistic realization of the observation that

precipitation is absent in the subtropics, and asymptot-

ically approaches an equilibrium against evaporation in

the deep tropics (Fig. 2).

Table 1 summarizes the parameter settings as de-

scribed above in the top row (control) as well as three

additional runs performed to test the sensitivity to some

major uncertainties in the model assumptions. The de-

fault settings for the control run are h15 0.1, h25 1, and

j2,‘ ’ 0.6. The h208 run is identical to the control run

except that h2 is set to 0.8 instead of 1. In the h100 run, h1

is reduced from 0.1 to 0. The selected values for h1 and

h2 in these two experiments roughly bound the plausible

FIG. 8. The composite trajectories mapped on (a) the hQRi–CWV

plane and (b) the gi–CWV plane for different CWV thresholds.

The exponential fit to hQRi and g1 as a function of CWV is depicted

as a solid curve (see text for fitted coefficients). The reference to

g2 is a horizontal line at 20.75.
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range of each parameter that accounts for observations

(Masunaga and Sumi 2017). In the fourth run (j07), j2,‘
is slightly changed from 0.6 to 0.7 in (17) in order to test

the sensitivity to j2.

c. Model runs

1) SIMULATED RESULTS OF THE CONTROL RUN

Equation (13) is integrated over time to simulate the

Lagrangian evolution of hqi, as a simple prognostic

model for interpreting the observed meridional varia-

tion of CWV as mentioned in the beginning of section 4.

The initial condition of CWV is CWV0 2 Dq so that

j2 5 0 at t 5 0. Figures 9a and 9b presents the control

simulations of CWV and precipitation, where the time

axis is reversed in direction and all curves are shifted in

time so that CWV equals CWV0 at t5 0 (with a minimal

offset for visual clarity). The simulations are hence

comparable with the observations in Figs. 9c and 9d for a

hypothetical Lagrangian air mass moving equatorward

at a constant speed, assuming that the quasi-north–south

track of the A-Train satellites may be considered as

a steady-state representation of such air masses in the

composite space. CWV increases monotonically with

time until reaching CWV0 and then tend to converge,

successfully capturing the overall characteristics of the

observations. Differences are also evident, however,

particularly in the latter stage of the simulated evolution

(t. 0), where CWV converges too slowly for low values

of CWV0 and somewhat too rapidly for the higher

TABLE 1. Parameter settings for the conceptual model. A pair of numbers are provided for hi (i 5 1 and 2) to indicate the cases of

hvi›pqi , 0 and hvi›pqi . 0 in this order.

Run LE (Wm22) S (Wm22) hQRi (Wm22) g1 g2 h1 h2 j2,‘

Control 85 10 (14) (16) 20.75 (0.1, 1) (1, 1) 0.6

h2 5 0.8 85 10 (14) (16) 20.75 (0.1, 1) (0.8, 1) 0.6

h1 5 0.0 85 10 (14) (16) 20.75 (0.0, 1) (1, 1) 0.6

j2 5 0.7 85 10 (14) (16) 20.75 (0.1, 1) (1, 1) 0.7

FIG. 9. Control model simulations of (a) CWV and (b) precipitation for different values of CWV0 as indicated in

the legend in (b). Time proceeds from right to left and is defined to be zero when CWV reaches CWV0. Different

curves are slightly offset in time to avoid visually overlapping together at t 5 0. The observations of (c) CWV and

(d) precipitation are shown for comparison, copied from Fig. 2 with the 48-mm composite omitted.
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values. The simulations qualitatively reproduce a sharp

rise and a subsequent decay of precipitation as found in

the observations.

For tracking down the sources of Lagrangian moist-

ening or drying during the evolution, a scale analysis is

performed with (13) to measure the moistening time

scale tq:

L
hqi
t
q

’
1

D

h
L(E2P

bg
)1 ðD 2 1Þ(LE1 S1 hQ

R
i)
i
,

(19)

where

D 5 11
h
1

g
1

(12 j
2
)1

h
2

g
2

j
2
.

Equation (19) implies that the temporal change of CWV

is brought about by two factors: an evaporation excess

over the background precipitation (the first term on

the right), and an energy imbalance (the second term).

The moistening rate owing to each component may be

estimated by

t21
q,E ’

E2P
bg

hqiD (20)

for the evaporative moistening and

t21
q,Q ’

ðD 2 1Þ(LE1 S1 hQ
R
i)

hqiLD (21)

for the energy imbalance. Figure 10 indicates that t21
q,E

exceeds t21
q,Q for t, 0 but otherwise t21

q,Q alone accounts

for the moistening with t21
q,E totally vanishing. It follows

that an air mass is primarily moistened by surface

evaporation as it travels toward the equator during the

earlier stage of the evolution, while in the latter stage

moisture in the air mass is adjusted so the energy im-

balance diminishes, either enhanced or reduced de-

pending on the sign of the imposed imbalance. It is

noted that the sharp cutoff of t21
q,E in the latter stage

results from the simplification that a finite Pbg is in-

troduced abruptly at t 5 0 and thereafter to pre-

cisely cancel out evaporation. In reality Pbg increases

smoothly and the evaporative moistening remains to

contribute to a certain degree after time 0. A more

realistic formulation of Pbg would thus accelerate the

moistening or decelerate the drying for t . 0, pre-

sumably rectifying the awkwardness in the way CWV

converges as seen in Fig. 9a. To aid an intuitive inter-

pretation of this awkwardness, (13) can be approxi-

mated with the second term on the rhs expanded

around the energy equilibrium,

LD
t
hqi’ 1

D

h
L(E2P

bg
)1 c

1,eq
ðD 2 1Þ(hqi2 hqi

eq
)
i
,

(22)

where c1,eq is the linear coefficient in the Taylor series of

(15). The formal solution of (22) in the absence of the

evaporative moistening (i.e., E 2 Pbg 5 0) offers a

physical basis for the exponential damping of CWV to

the equilibrium value hqieq or 47.9mm as shown earlier.

An evaporative moistening present in the course of the

damping would act as an external source of moisture,

hampering the decay to some degree.

The model provides the vertical mode decomposi-

tion of vertical moisture advection by (12). Figure 11

presents the first- and second-mode components of

simulated vertical moisture advection (Figs. 11a,b)

and their observational counterparts (Figs. 11c,d).

The first-mode advection in the model implies a per-

sistent column drying for t , 0 and a following sharp

enhancement of column moistening when CWV0 is

greater than 50mm, in remarkable agreement with the

observations. The second-mode advection has a pos-

itive spike just before time 0 with a larger magnitude

for a lower value of CWV0. A similar moistening peak

is confirmed in the observed second-mode advection.

On the other hand, a sudden drying after time 0 ap-

parent in the simulations for CWV0 $ 50mm is vir-

tually missing in the observations (comparing Fig. 11b

and Fig. 11d). This excessive drying in the model

is responsible for the aforementioned artifact that

CWV is damped too fast when CWV0 exceeds the

equilibrium value.

2) LAGRANGIAN MOISTENING SIMULATED WITH

DIFFERENT RUNS

The first-mode dynamics is a main driver of precipi-

tation and the second mode is inefficient in producing

FIG. 10. Themoistening rates in the control simulations: t21
q,E (solid)

and t21
q,Q (dashed).
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rainfall under the current model setups (i.e., h1 ; 0 and

h2 ; 1). The salient enhancement of the first-mode

column moistening therefore accounts for the burst of

precipitation seen in Fig. 9b. Vertical moisture advec-

tion tapers off eventually to zero (Fig. 11), explaining

why precipitation decays to Pbg. The moisture accumu-

lated by the second-mode dynamics, on the contrary, is

designed not to instantly precipitate out and hence

to be left behind in the Lagrangian moisture storage.

Figure 12 depicts the evolution of the Dthqi term from

different runs. Qualitative aspects of the evolution re-

semble the second-mode component of vertical mois-

ture advection as expected, whereas the peak amplitude

varies from one simulation to another. The control run

(Fig. 11a) produces a pair of relatively modest peaks

straddling t 5 0, positive (moistening) for t , 0 and

negative (drying) for t . 0. The drying peak is sharp-

ened if h1 is decreased from 0.1 to 0 (Fig. 11c). The

moistening peak appears to be insensitive to the choice

of h1 and h2 within a plausible range, but is substan-

tially magnified when j2 is increased slightly from

0.6 to 0.7 (Fig. 11d).

This sharp moistening sensitive to j2 can be under-

stood by examining the behavior of the prognostic

moisture equation [(13)] as a function of j2. The de-

nominator of the rhs,

D 5 11
h
1

g
1

(12 j
2
)1

h
2

g
2

j
2
, (23)

decreases as j2 increases, or as a bottom-heavy subsi-

dence transforms into a top-heavy one, since g1 . 0 and

g2 , 0. For typical values of h1 5 h2 5 1, g1 5 0.5, and

g2 5 20.75, D decreases from 1 to 2/3 with a subtle

increase of j2 from 0.6 to 0.7, and would fall to zero for

j2 5 0.9. A modest change to j2 would therefore have

the potential to rapidly accelerate the Lagrangian

moistening. Equation (23) is rewritten using (9) and

(11) to

D 5
hv›

p
si2 (P2P

bg
)

hv›
p
hi . (24)

In the close vicinity of and to the subtropical side of the

margin, P 2 Pbg ; 0 (i.e., precipitation is hardly fueled

dynamically by vertical moisture advection) and hence

D ’
hv›

p
si

hv›
p
hi . (25)

Equation (25) admits a specific shape of the v profile

that would optimize the vertical gradient weights in the

numerator and denominator, just like the normalized

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for vertical moisture advection: (a) simulated first-mode advection, (b) simulated second-

mode advection, (c) observed first-mode advection, and (d) observed second-mode advection.
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GMS given in (9). The condition of accelerated moist-

ening, D / 0, is met when the mass integral of vertical

DSE advection vanishes, exclusive of the trivial case

v 5 0 at all altitudes. This condition occurs where the

subtropical subsidence (hv›psi , 0) transitions to the

tropical ascent (hv›psi . 0), driven by an increasing

contribution of the second-mode shallow updraft. The

observations shows that hv›psi indeed intersects the x

intercept near the margin (Fig. 5b). Apart from the

mathematical singularity caused by a zero denominator,

the sharp spike in hDtqi presumably offers a qualitative

interpretation of the observed Lagrangian moistening

at the tropical margin.

5. Summary and discussion

This work explores physical processes near the sharp

CWV margin observed to encompass the moist tropics

as documented in Mapes et al. (2018), which showed

a true minimum of the global tropics CWV PDF near

a value of 48mm. Near that value, an enhanced

Lagrangian column moistening process is observed,

meaning that air columns spend little time at that value,

which is what makes its observed frequency of occur-

rence rare. These relationships are seen in instanta-

neous data, but the margin moves with time, requiring

a moving composite strategy to localize and quantify the

key mechanisms and processes. The ultimate goal of this

work is to understand why such rapid moistening tends

to occur around the margin.

Observations and retrievals from the A-Train satellite

instruments including CloudSat, CALIPSO, and AIRS

were analyzed to examine how thermodynamic prop-

erties of the atmosphere and energy and water fluxes

vary systematically from the subtropical to the tropical

side of CWV-threshold defined margins. Millions of

individual satellite measurements were averaged into

the mean along-track structure of the atmosphere

around the margin, defined as the most poleward po-

sition of a specified CWV threshold. Six values of the

CWV threshold were chosen from 35 to 60mm to

compare with the reference value of 48mm (the global

pdf minimum) fromMapes et al. (2018). The resulting

composite observations in the quasi-meridional plane

paint out, in a climatological sense, the evolving

properties of a lower-tropospheric air mass traveling

along the equatorward branch of the Hadley circula-

tion. As a theoretical framework to physically inter-

pret these observations, a two-vertical-mode model

closed by q and h budgets is developed to prognose the

Lagrangian history of moisture within such a traveling

air mass.

FIG. 12. Simulated Lagrangianmoistening,Dthqi for different model runs: (a) control, (b) h25 0.8, (c) h15 0.0, and

(d) j2 5 0.7. See Table 1 for details of the model setups.
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The observed CWV is found to increase equatorward

in the subtropics, but eventually converges to 48mm in

the deep tropics irrespectively of the CWV thresholds.

Precipitation intensifies to a peak on the tropical side of

the margin and then asymptotically approaches equator-

ward a value of 85Wm22, almost equal to evaporation.

When the CWV threshold for conditional sampling is

set higher, a sharper and higher peak emerges as the

composite samples rarer and more intense weather sit-

uations. An important implication from these results is

that the most abundant moisture and precipitation are

found not necessarily deepest in the tropics as one might

intuitively expect, but instead near margins.

The toy two-mode Lagrangian mathematical model

reproduces these key aspects of the observations. In the

model, a burst of convection occurs once the air mass

passes beyond the margin into the tropics, invigorated

by the positivity of diabatic forcing with the aid of a

near-zero first-mode GMS. At the same time, however,

that enhanced precipitation removes moisture out of the

atmosphere, a negatively feedback effect on precipita-

tion through the CWV dependence of radiative heating.

Far downstream (deep in the tropics), CWV and pre-

cipitation asymptotically approach the balanced climate

state. The CWV value for the energy balance neutrality,

estimated to be;48mm, hence serves as the asymptotic

value of CWV deepest in the tropics, as well as a CWV

minimum in the observed frequency (a rare value). Note

that the 48-mm threshold holds only for the global sta-

tistics and should be adjusted to the local neutrality cri-

teria when applied regionally. Thismay partly explain the

known regional dependence of the CWV–precipitation

relationship (Bretherton et al. 2004; Kuo et al. 2018).

The behavior described above may be glimpsed in

instantaneous satellite images (Fig. 2 in Mapes et al.

2018), but is absent in climatological CWV or rainfall

maps because the tropical margins incessantly move and

are blurred by Eulerian averaging, leaving behind only

slowly varying signals such as the loose connection be-

tween convection and the underlying SST (e.g., Gadgil

et al. 1984). Figure 13 (top) shows that the 48-mm

threshold is found broadly across the tropical and sub-

tropical oceans, except 1) within the Indo-Pacific warm

pool (partly because only themost polewardmargins are

chosen for the CWV threshold along each satellite

track), and 2) over cold oceans such as the southeast

Pacific and the southern Atlantic. The 60-mm threshold

(Fig. 13 bottom), on the other hand, occurs well within

the tropical convergence zones, so the composite seg-

ments for high threshold values would be tightly drawn

around this pattern. It follows that the sharp enhance-

ment of CWV and precipitation near the 60-mm inter-

section (Fig. 2) mostly occurs deep in the tropics,

relaxing swiftly toward the equilibrium (Fig. 2) as does

the atmospheric energy imbalance or forcing (Fig. 3).

The climatologically moist, rainy tropics of the uncon-

ditional mean is hardly static, but rather results from the

incessant interplay of budget imbalances and adjust-

ments in mesoscale convective events.

Mapes et al. (2018) found a band of localized column

moistening extending along the CWV 5 48-mm con-

tour, and showed some satellite cloud-field snapshots.

FIG. 13. The globally mapped number count of a specified CWV threshold for CWV 5 (top) 48 and (bottom)

60mm. The grid resolution is adjusted to 18 3 18.
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The current model predicts a marked moistening on the

subtropical side of the margin in response to increasing

j2, or as the bottom-heavy subsidence in the far sub-

tropics gives way to a bottom-heavy ascent near the

margin. The Lagrangianmoistening rate from themodel

diverges to infinity in the limit of hv›psi/hv›phi / 0,

that is, when a lower-tropospheric ascent grows to

largely offset the upper-tropospheric subsidence in the

vertical integral of v›ps.

The present findings are schematically summarized in

Fig. 14. Outstanding questions include how this picture

would be modified from region to region. Of particular

interest is the east Pacific, where the narrowness of the

ITCZ will certainly affect the interpretation of spatial

lags of 21000km for instance. To inquire whether

these results (and the model to mimic them) are deli-

cately process dependent, we can look for consilience or

discrepancies in AGCMs and global cloud-resolving

models. Two of the three randomly selected climate

models studied by Mapes et al. (2018) fail to reproduce

the bimodality in the CWV histogram, in diverse ways,

suggesting that climate models may lack or miscalibrate

the processes essential for the maintenance of sharp

margins. Further understanding of those processes may

therefore be incisive for diagnosing and ultimately im-

proving the performance of moist process parameteri-

zations in atmosphere models.
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